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Possibly Icarus

The bird, grounded, 
definitely dead. 
Beneath the 210 freeway overpass, 
a hole under its wing 
looked like the absence of a prune.

Except for the part eaten away, 
it would’ve shluffed the dirt from its wings 
and risen on the air. The broken humerus 
meant it would never fly again, 
alive or not.

Touch it? Move it? Bury it? 
never crossed my mind 
but photographing it seemed 
a possibility. 
Did the bird know something?

Perhaps if I preserved it—even just a picture 
snared in time—I could have it explain. 
Then I dismissed the morbid idea, gilded cage or no. 
Instead, my eyes caught the sky 
and I dreamed of Daedelus. 

—Viannah E. Duncan

Originally published in Gutters & Alleyways: Perspectives on Poverty and Struggle
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Descended Into a Deep Pit

On the side of the busy highway
Sat a man who once sung “My Way.”
A man once of high-class
Now reduced to as broke as an ass
His little tin can holds his wages
And he has a beard like the sages
He is dressed in an outfit once worn to a ball
But that was before his very great fall
Once a man who mingled with royalty
Now he can’t even see
But as his life has fallen in a pit of no return
There is still that fire in his heart that still burns
Optimism for the future, for tomorrow
Even in the deepest trench of sorrow

—Dakota Hensley
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Sibyl

My magpies only ever fly solo
But there’s plenty of other birds to watch
There! See them screeching gulls –
Scrapping over cigarette butts:

Their wings are their freedom
To them the roof’s a prison wall
That’s how it is for me
I just wanted to be free.

That pattern the starlings make
Those whorls of darkness ‘cross the sky
That’s how the birdies speak with me
I have the gift of prophecy.

The birds they always tell me,
Which road to wander next
I wish they understood that I
Would really rather rest.

—Charley Reay
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Cane Woman

She no longer cares 
what others think about 
her    absent    front teeth, 

scruffy topiary hair, frayed 
green hoodie. She sleeps
outside a bakery where
rain sinks into her sleeping bag.

Most of all, she misses 
her daughters in Chicago. 
She cannot stay in a shelter
because of a skin disease.
At night the wind speaks. She hears
ghosts of Seattle natives. 

She tells me all of this before
the bus arrives. A line forms.
Others are unaware of her
broken hip (osteoporosis), severed 
intestines (can’t be sewn),
(believes she is held together by
daily prayers) – they unconsciously 

block her.  A man with blistery 
voice yells, Get on up! 
She shakes her stick, snarls, 

Gonna take 
longer now! 

The third leg, held on 
the strong side, opposite 
of what you’d think,
has its own powers.

—Carrie Albert
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Second Son

Bosses adore you, until you stagger in, 
red-faced, clench fisted. Step down. 
Jobs are hard to find, menial, low-paid, 
what with jail time, bad references. 
Step down. Women who take you home, 
find you charming, grow wary. Step down. 

Seek acquaintances to offer a bed, sofa, 
floor space—family have had enough, 
friends no longer accept calls. Step down. 
Nights are bitter, streets a wasteland—
find some pals. Live in your car, 
until it’s towed. Step down. 

Three strikes with Salvation Army—
no hits, no runs, no detox—just 
bloody vomit, bloody shit, collapse. 
Step down. Spiral the maelstrom, spinning,
bottom in sight. But, through your haze 
it looks like blue sky.

—Ann Howells

Originally published in From Under the Bridges of America (Homeless Anthology)
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Waif

Our voices, ghosts rasping and under fed,
never found, ripening into rot.
Stumbling around on scarred streets, ragged feet.
We go nowhere but tonight.

Prowling sinister alleys
for the bated breaths
that the veiled and protected
have forgotten to take.
We collect them like five-cent cans.

Whispers full of winter
inside the outlines of our doors,
threadbare homeless
stitching ourselves into patterns
so boneless and bare
only damned stars can see the seams.

Our graffiti is splashed in sagas
across the bewildered underpass,
our busy tattooed flesh
slashed open vein to vein.

The church bell haunts our hallucination,
a menagerie of psalms bubbling in our veins.

We equate Shakespeare with our greatest loss.

The moon paces the sky
like a worried father,
but not mine.
Not mine.

We were never meant to be saved.

—Megan Denese Mealor

Originally published in Black Heart Magazine, May 2014
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Next Time

you’ll see her;
under the viaduct
hunkered on a slivered crate
−a sign announcing her life’s work.

Hair shifting like limp spaghetti
under that scarecrow cap
that shields the glass eyes of the world.

Will you, like any panzered traveler, turn your gaze?

Though close enough to sense her soured
breath on your stiff collar,
in that armoralled bubble
you will not see her holy sweater, rusted skirts, socks
as thick as burlap, resting shoeless,
waiting for some change.

You pedal-down hard to outrun
the buzzard-silhouette;
craning over your deeds
only to be stopped at the next red
where you’ll want roses for your wife.

—Barbara Hunt
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Dear Sir, 

I was so rushed the day I passed you by
although, I stopped and listened to your tune
that day. Harmonicas produce a sound 
so sweet, the way you held that metal spoon
and snapped that pulsing tempo trouble-free    
my ears were full, the way tobacco leaves 
might smoke inside a pipe then surge through air 
for all who stood within your range, to eaves-
drop. Still your face has lingered in my mind;
I should have stopped and offered you a smile,
since searching for you many afternoons,
uncertain of your whereabouts awhile 
though you would not remember me, dear sir
your essence has remained beyond a blur.

—Carol Lynn Stevenson Grellas
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Advocacy 101

Speak to her, when she comes to you,
a neighbor passing by,
when she stands next to your Japanese Maple
while you pull the weeds of summer’s accumulation.
Her name, you think, must be Barbara, but she says
something else you should try to remember.
If you forget it is probably because you are thinking of her hair
how permed & dyed with an autumn evening shining through it,
its translucent gold matches the leaves of the tree 
starting to turn. How her skin has powder in all its creases,
how her back is bent, she says from caring for cats.

Speak to her when she tells you she knows why
there are so many homeless. 
When she says it’s because of all the free stuff:
rent, education, clothes, food. When she says 
with all that, who needs a job? When she says
she worked for everything she has. 

Tell her tuition & rent rising
as if tandem smoke stacks. Tell her
the damp smell of the clothes
on the people who live on the Springwater Trail.
The dead body floating in Johnson Creek
blamed for its own murder because it was there.
The men who rape women outside & it’s so easy
because who believes a woman who’s passed up
so much free stuff floating by on the conveyer belt 
of American entitlement?

Tell her about Wayne, homeless
who thanked you for remembering his name.
Tell her about Pat who asked for a bag
to take books from the free pile
because when she stacks the books like a fort
around her tent she feels safer.
Tell her about John, who heard God
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in his head command him to confess 
to a crime that never happened.
Or Ron, who just couldn’t keep pretending
after Vietnam.

Tell her right where you are
standing next to the orangest autumn tree
the few lengths of a grocery cart
between you & her & the trail & the creek
right there where it is all happening:
people being pushed from their homes, people
wandering the streets, living in them,
selling their bodies for what they can eat,
doing drugs to numb the pain
of elemental contact & protection-less living.
Don’t nod and let her walk away this time.

—Meredith Stewart Kirkwood
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Pomona Island

This old industrial ground, next to a tram stop 
and bounded by canals, is dotted with brick, 
cracked concrete posts and sagging chainlink – 
not what ‘island’ would normally call to mind.       

Hard to believe Victorians took carriages here
to delight in a botanical garden and a palace 
named in honour of the fruit trees’ goddess.     
The only fruit today are blackberries, sparse 
where brambles slither from the margins of roads 
or straggle from thin soil on abandoned concrete, 
abundant on deeper earth near a bridge.  
Not wise to pick them: the ground is sour –
the baneful legacy of factories long gone.

A mongrel scrub – aspen, buddleia, birch, bramble, 
rowan and oak – is reclaiming the land, assisted 
by a miscellany of flowers – thistle, trefoil, hawkbit,
herb robert, ragwort, clover, convolvulus, and strays 
like Michaelmas Daisy and evening primrose – 
a catalogue of the commonplace and unexciting. 
Nothing I can identify, unlike the bee orchids 
some say they’ve seen, to sustain a claim
this miniature wilderness should be conserved.     

Irregularly, colour demands attention: graffiti 
sprawling along the wall beyond the Irwell, 
and a narrowboat in United strip puttering 
beneath the crimson and sky-blue bridges 
carrying rails across the Bridgewater Canal.  
Elsewhere, it is less insistent: scattered flowers,  
random peacocks, blues and cabbage whites,
and stripped cable surreptitiously snaking 
multicoloured sheathing through the brush.      

It’s not the island’s first regeneration.
Google Earth shows vagrant trees maturing 
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in this unpropitious ground, surviving now
only as scrawny progeny.  Faster than ecology 
to the punch, developers’ JCBs battered 
the flourishing trees to splintery stumps, 
readying the land for businesses and flats 
that can’t be built until the polluted soil is clean
and local residents can sustain the rents.       

The homeless have made homes beneath a viaduct, 
furnishing them with foam from dumped settees, 
plastic sheets and damp sleeping bags, with bottles, 
needles and the ends of roll-ups hinting at pleasures 
of escape.  Others who come here walk their dogs, 
bike down roads and paths, jog along uneven flags, 
or simply twitch.  I stop to watch swallows diving 
then shooting up, seagulls sliding on the breeze, 
and a pair of herons flapping lazily out of sight.   

The island has become once more a garden 
of earthly delights, adventitiously informal.  
We should enjoy its pleasures while we can: 
like the Terminator, the developers will be back.  

—Mantz Yorke
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Exclusion Zone

Nice to huddle down in a sleeping-bag, 
like the others here, keeping winter’s chill 
away with tins of cheap lager and heat 
from shared cigs and spliffs. Not much to do, 
this raw night, save watching the treacly river 
wambling the reflections of city lights.

Our arches have been shuttered off 
from the scrubby ground where we could walk – 
a change from freezing arses outside banks: 
the developers whose bulldozers smashed 
the trees a few years ago have fulfilled 
a terminator’s promise to be back. 

Though this land is soured with industrial waste
their cranes are raising flat-pack apartments 
for those who appreciate riverside 
graffiti and have jobs that’ll pay the rent.
They won’t want us anywhere near. We know
we’ll be moved on soon, homeless yet again. 

—Mantz Yorke
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Intervention

A body lies face down on the sidewalk 
in the heated breeze of the hotel 
clothes dryer vent, barefoot
in late January; socks hang 
from a drain pipe beside an open 
jar of peanut butter, with spoon. 

Passersby pursue the path ahead 
ignore the fringes where
a man may be dead. Do you think 
he is o.k.? I ask someone 
who pretends not to hear. 

I call 911, as I have for others. 
His chest does lightly rise 
and fall. I tried to rouse. 
Could be drunk.

Carrie Albert
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The approaching siren pulses 
an electric shock, draws a crowd.
I don’t stay. I am haunted by piercing 
reminders of fragility, like that day 
I wrote “goodbye” on my window.

When I return from shopping, I find
him seated on the bus stop bench. 
Socks blanket his still shoeless feet.
Face up, eyes closed to the grey 
sponge sky, he rocks to 
an inner song. And his hands, 
you could say they dance.

—Carrie Albert
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Christmas Day

Whenever Christmas day rolls around
I get nostalgic and lonely at the same time
Joy doesn’t live around here anymore
No more one horse open slays or reindeer

No Christmas carols for those laying on the dirty sidewalks
No decorative blinking lights with angels that glow
No smoke-blowing model trains going around the tracks 
Just a bunch of hungry souls shadowing the streets 
Just some stale bread, howling dogs and bitter memories

Where I live, there’s no Santa giving gifts and bringing cheer
No ornaments with candy canes to sweeten our lives
No tasty Christmas meals shared with family and friends
Just a few poor men huddled together warming their cold hands
Just sad stories, stale cigarettes and cheep booze in paper bags
Reeking and sleeping and coughing up our insignificant lives.

—Mark Tulin
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Hungry

 If he’s hungry how can he
 Feed that dog
 Don’t tell me you haven’t
 Thought this
 I know I have.

 I suppose it keeps him
 Company
 Something living and warm
 At night
 I daren’t ask him.

 In fact I can’t even
 Meet his gaze
 It’s easier to look
 Directly
 At the dog’s eyes.

—David Subacchi
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Homeless Shelter

The nomadic poor of our town trudge silently through 
the gate, check in at our program site for an overnight stay
at one of the churches nearby. The men wear five-day 
stubbles, women threadbare sweaters, old clothes. 
A volunteer, I serve coffee, observe, provide a listening ear. 

An old guy with a grease-spattered shirt and wobbly 
gait appears burnt out from years of sloshing down booze. 
A wandering woman in unwashed clothes grasps 
at men’s sleeves, mutters her woes. A well-dressed young
woman with red beret stares quietly down at the floor. 
A shitfaced young guy with slurred speech starts a fight; 
we call the town cops who take him away. 

A tall black guy with an afro stands still as a statue, 
meditating against an inside wall. Two ex-cons 
with skull and snake tattoos need bus passes to meet 
their paroles. Two outcast young lovers touch hands, 
longing for better days. A businessman tells us 
his wife kicked him out, silently scans the New York Times 
to show us he’s not their kind. 

Tomorrow, some will seek work and a place to live, but most
will shuffle the streets until dark, wait for spring’s return 
to reclaim their old spots by the tracks out of town.

—Charles Halsted
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Make Soup, You Said

I’m making a soup
to fill my bowl.
I’m after that carrot of consolation
you dangle.
I would remember
a recipe
uttered
in that season of my childhood
without language.
The three sisters–
corn, beans and squash…
When they hold hands
they can give weight
while they dance and stir,
balanced in a circle chain,
resolved, complete.

If I know the right herbs,
if my flame is humble,
if I stir with the tide,
if I ladle with steadiness,
if I eat with grace,
if I digest with stillness,
I will understand
why you have gone.
I wrote you a letter.
I burnt it,
buried it,
scattered it,
sent it sailing,
nailed it to my bed.
Make soup, you said, nothing is simple.

—Wren Tuatha
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Hunger Hibernates

A filled garbage 
bag lies on its side 
atop church steps.
Winter wind rustles 
skin, the bag swells 
and sinks, a tiny 
hole reveals lips 
that steal cold
air. The bag curls 
its knees; a head
emerges from 
plastic shell.
The man winces
at the light. His hair
a puzzle of knots
dirt caked on his face
he sips from a liter 
of coke and wine
empties it before 
he slips back inside 
his synthetic illusion.

—Carrie Albert

Matthew Casey
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On Giving Change

A Houston billboard says, Don’t give
panhandlers change, as though standing
in the August sun wasn’t a form of work,
as though I’d let an advertisement tell
me what to do. As though the charity
won’t claim a third of donations for overhead.

On Cameron Road, where 183 rises overhead,
I fumble for whatever change I have to give
to leathered men waiting at the light. Not charity:
worn hands clutch buckets, squeegees. Standing
at the intersection, their eyes and cheekbones tell
hard histories. Until the light turns green, they work. 

I wish I could offer a year’s steady work
to every person holding a sign overhead,
or provide a hot meal, a roof, a bed, tell
them their luck would turn tomorrow, give
at least one lucky break a day. But standing
across the street, I avert my eyes, insufficient charity.

“I only want a job. I don’t need charity.”
“Single mom, four kids.” “I’ve been out of work
two years.” “Cancer.” “I was just standing
on the street. They took everything.” “Overhead,
chem trails. Spies everywhere.” “God won’t give
more than I can handle.” “Listen, I have a story to tell.”

Skewed facts that people believe. Lies people tell
of vagrant murderers, wayward charity
cases gaming the system. As though if we give,
people will only take. As though nobody wants work,
wants something for nothing. As though overhead,
we can look down, judge those ragged but still standing.

He approached and I let down my guard. Standing
on Burnet Road, he didn’t have a tic or tell
suggesting liar. As the moon rose overhead,
I offered twenty dollars. Perhaps the true charity:
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my belief that he needed khakis for a new work
opportunity. “You’re not afraid.” That, I could give.

Today, the same ones standing, hoping someone will give
them a chance to tell their story, offer work.
Traffic stops overhead, but never rains down charity. 

—Allyson Whipple
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American Anthem

I have  traveled the pitted miles of melting asphalt
overlaid on rows of peeling houses with cardboard windows;
adorned with grandmothers in white gowns and pink slippers
rocking in rusting metal chairs, as if waiting.
I have warmed my bare feet on their fraying braided rings of ancient rugs
stretched across cold wooden floors of their parlors;
the smell of rubbing alcohol loitering in the room.

I have seen the sleeping youths of these cross-patched neighborhoods
riding on the amber waves of their veins,
their  pain rising with the tide of the needle in their skin;
their  faces turning red, then white, then blue
faded forms in the noir of dirty streets

I have seen that early light of dawn etched on the shadows of alleys
hidden by a carefree moon,
transforming the glittering neon streets
into dingy avenues of stacked cases of half-empty beers dripping on the walk
onto the cardboard forms snoring in the subway stairs.

I have slept in the doorways of the finest of establishments,
my face against etched glass and the disapproving glance of the night watchman;
my hands and feet wrapped in gray cloth discarded at the Goodwill drop;
my blanket yesterdays NASDAQ quotes neatly layered 
over my sweat-soured pants and shirt.

I have sat in the puddles of the colonias
waiting on the open pit to rise in flame
as papa skewers the tire- scarred skinless carcass of an old  jackrabbit
too slow to cross the road;
while my sister feasts on the green mud soaking our skin.

I have stood on Telegraph Tower, breathless from the climb
as black limousines pull into the circle to watch the red dusk,
my skin tight on my failing frame;
avoiding the glances of the plush children emerging from the cars
pointing at the skinny man with the sores on his face.
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I have watched the ramparts of the Galveston Sea Wall
while hauling in a net of stinging shrimp,
my skin fouled with the smell of dead life,
staring at the young girls in pink and red thongs
lying prone on unfolded chairs, charring their skin.

I have seen the red glare in Fallujah
angry voices casting stones 
at a burning Humvee
the spoils of victory
the tarnish of success

I have seen the burnt stalks in dry rows
being pulled by men with dirty dripping brows,
the skin on their hands broken and torn from the fine edges 
of the crackling, crumbling leaves;
their stomachs aching from the fear of the coming winter.

I have seen the homes of the brave  men,
crumpled in wheeled-chairs, their medals pinned to their shirts,
as their wavering hands lightly touch their faces in salute
to the raising of the morning flag;
their raspy voices restating their pledge.

I have seen the land of the free men;
their spangled flag draped over them,
as blackened widows stagger to their boxes 
laying down one last rose
before the silver platform of belts and wheels
affixes them to the earth.

—David E. Cowen

A version of this poem was previously published in 1996 online with Cosmic Debris
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Tattoo Man

The man with a thousand tattoos
Shuffles up and down State Street
Bare chested, shorts too short
His scrawny but colorful body on display
He can’t sing or dance 
Not even a circus performer 
But he’s a moving work of art
A homeless collection of ink and pain
A novel picture for a tourist wielding a Cannon
A compelling figure, tats in broad daylight.

Thanks for noticing me
Thanks for stoping to stare
Thanks for taking my picture 
I’m here just for you
I’m here to be your spectacle.

—Mark Tulin
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Lost

I left myself today
to see if dreams would die;
a blow slithered through a shiver of leaves
with silver sound settled on damp cheeks
and rattled ribs – I woke.

If I could find a way to be
sure wheel or pump or root;
to cry and breathe; let wishes go;
allow time to cascade and flow
and finding lost self, be.

—Barbara Hunt
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Last Rites

Night is the hunter of lonely souls
no place lonelier than shuttered city
in the small hours

Melancholy strains of Eric Satie seep out of
ill-fitting windows onto cold wet 
city street

A sleepless soul sinking deeper 
into hopelessness with each
despairing note

Homeless woman pauses to listen
shuffling feet interrupt their journey to
final destination

Jealously she drags her 
piece of hard-won cardboard behind her, 
peering over her shoulder at shifting shadows

Homeless, Boston—Christopher Woods
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The soft sad music reminds her of days long gone
when she had roof and food and 
warm clothes

Even a piano 

All gone now, victim of a heartless political 
system which beggared her with medical costs
when mortal illness struck

She lost it all to pay her bills
and now the cancer holds her in its
final death grip

She has a place she has come to like
and carefully lays out her cardboard bed
the last rites

She places her weary body on cold 
wet city street, and surrenders 
her final possession

—Susan P. Blevins
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Rejection Letters
 
Words fall loose 
From twisted lips 
Sliding off my chin
Like stringed spaghetti 
Crawling in vegetable colored
Lava poured from a glass volcano
Skinny dipping into a puddle of 
Soapy water chasing flat marbles
Across an uneven countertop 
Pooling  just long enough 
To sky dive straight down
Like a penny tossed
From a concrete roof 
Landing and rolling 
like a tumbleweed blown
through a downtown alley 
Where cardboard houses 
Still choke on yesterday’s rain
Can someone please put
Their finger over the 
Hole in the sky while we 
Sweep water down the 
Steep windows before
The swirling stop light 
Turns Red and the neon 
Light from the corner café 
Goes out a thin shadow
Slips through the back
Glass of a yellow taxi
Headed down South Broad 
Rain begins to fall again like
Popcorn bouncing off my 
Umbrella and I can’t
Find the steps 
To the subway 

—S. Liam Spradlin
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Homelessness 

I sit in the middle of the sidewalk, watching 
As the crowds of people flow past me 
Only semi-aware of my existence 
These streets are my home, the park bench my bed 
And the night’s wind my bedsheet
I sit with a cup in hand, that holds the last remains 
Of my pride. Asking strangers for a penny or dime 
Draped in rags. I can hear the words exude from their
Sharp glances, “Get a job!”, It’s not that simple
Imagine being stripped of your home, your nice clothes, 
Your possessions, your everything. like a bird without feathers
You would plummet from your privileged skies
Could you really start back from zero, from nothing ?
Could you watch kind eyes suddenly transform, now looking
Down on you ? could you bear to see fake smiles laced 
With pity every morning ? could you sleep at night 
With nothing but cheap, thin rags to keep the freezing winter 
From strangling your naked flesh ? And would you be prepared 
To murder your dignity and ask for help from people 
Who see you as nothing but a nuisance. 
More than paper bills what I want is a genuine, kind smile, 
Friendly words from someone who looks at me as if
I’m nothing but another person and not street trash
A pair of truly empathetic eyes is what I need 
To keep the cold darkness out of my heart 
the warmth of human compassion is what I need 
To win this war with homelessness

—Sankara “Le Prince Heritier” Olama-Yai
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The Refugee’s Roots

If you ask me
How many houses I have changed till now,
I would not reply.
But I can tell you
About the comforts and discomforts
I felt in each of those houses.
About a day of loose motion
In a house with no toilet;
Or a cool summer night’s story on a rooftop,
Counting the stars before a cozy sleep;
The terror of snakes in a house near fields;
The tastes of guavas and the stick of a
merciless landlady;
And the voices of grief for an unseen person’s
death:
My grandfather, when I busied myself making
clay toys
To avoid those cries.
If you ask me,
Why I have been
So alien in all my jobs,
My mouth will remain shut.
But I would definitely open it wide
To share the successes and failures I had in
those jobs.
How the very first day as a washer
I cut my hand in a milk bottling factory;
Or about comments on my young age and short
height,
Instead of on my teaching capabilities in my
short career;
Or how I sold things at a loss
In an uncle’s shop;
About my tactfulness in selling cheap-quality
watches
To a Kashmiri, who even doubted
That those watches would continue to tell the
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time in Jammu
Before he reached his destination, Srinagar;
Or a depressing story in a ready-to-wear clothes
shop,
And how theoretically I excelled,
And practically failed, in a life insurance
company office.
If you ask me,
To which city I actually belong,
I want to reply,
But what should my answer be?
The city somewhere in Chitral
Where my grandfather arrived
As an economic refugee,
Or the city of his political refuge in India,
Jalandhar?
The city of my father’s memories,
Jamshedpur,
Which he craves to visit again and again?
The city of my birth, Delhi, from
Where we were thrown out as
An unwanted minority?
Or the city where I live now,
Or any of those cities I visited?
I know of no mathematical formula,
Or any law of gravity,
That could solve
The question of a refugee’s roots.
But let me add before I subtract
My feelings:
I fell in love equally with
The comforts and discomforts of all my houses
As equally as I loved my failures and successes
in all my jobs.
And do you know
Why I love the cities of my grandfather and my
father,
The cities where I was born,
I lived or visited,
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Or the cities I wish to visit?
Who knows which of these cities has in its soil,
My roots,
The roots of a refugee?

—Hardeep Sabharwal
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the concrete

what about that concrete,
grey mottled with black spots

ground into the walkway,
don’t step on a crack, kids said,

blackened wads of used gum
ground into the pavement,

the train tracks, the truck stops,
the people looking up or down,

or you’ll break your momma’s back,
kids said, ground into the street,

the grey concrete marred
with black spots, the black

spots between the cracks
under the soles of your feet

—David F Shultz
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Succor Denied

Hope tethered to her existence
floats across the waves with her ashes.
His war trauma no longer smothered
by her smile, soothing words, understanding.
He sits in a doorway,
adjusting possessions beneath him
against hard concrete, theft—
his bed for the night,
wishing away horrors her ashes cannot assuage.

His mind tiptoes across the stars,
hovering over the beach,
catching memories of her compassion for the needy,
work rescuing homeless animals,
their friends always helping the four-leggeds.

Unable to trade his humanity for soft fur, floppy ears,
he endures averted eyes of
Saturday-night-bar-hoppers,
contemplates his mantra:
It’s Not About You and Never Will Be,
as the smell of combat death fills his soul.

—Karen Wolf
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Scant Crumbs

Watching a pigeon pecking
at scant crumbs under my table
I observe he is the perfect metaphor
for the marginalized of our society.
His feathers weathered and worn
he gimps along uncertainly
demeanor tired and beaten down

Reminds me of the bent old man
I saw just yesterday standing 
under the bridge, holding out his
hungry cup for the crumbs of our
compassion, a percentage of our 
prosperity.   Few stop, most
look the other way.

Man and bird, sorry commentary on a 
thoughtless society, as they 
shuffle tired feet through the 
ragged remains of their lives
despair their sole companion

—Susan P. Blevins
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The Dark Dirty Streets

I still see the faces
As the bus races through
the dark, dirty streets
where homelessness meets

I remember some with no soles on their feet
laying across the cold city benches
trying to get some sleep

Some are huddled up on
the church steps sleep
Only to have to move on 
the next street sweep.

Its the life of the homeless
and in no way is it sweet
In no way could I imagine it to be

But I will have compassion to those that might not
know how to get back to a place
where they would want to be
 
—La-Faithia White

La-Faithia White
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Thin Fabric and an Empty Bowl

I come to your country
in exile,
thin fabric and an empty bowl.
You come to my woods 
in resignation,
bare trees and leaves into compost.
You wrap me against the leaving breezes
in long johns,
your old coat and trail hugging shoes.

Your uncle, my father,
is gone/crazy/homeless/missing/dead.
There’s no train of numbers on his forearm,
no Southern rope around his neck,
no chalk outline, no ransom call or suicide note.
But his place is just as vacant,
his absence incurable.

I hold out my bowl,
Oliver Twist.
Word soup: You look just like him.
We trade photographs 
like baseball cards.
Into my bowl: The Missing Years.
When I offer my bowl to the waiting faces
my gratitude
spills out upon your feet.

—Wren Tuatha
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the homeless deaths

spastic neon
bullies tepid shadows
running from empty air

 there is nothing there
 nothing to fear
 only footsteps walking away
 
the corners of the alley
hide pale flames in rusted tin
the eternal fire of emptiness

 the unseen breath on your skin
 tastes the salt of your soul
 nothing to fear you say

sap of mother’s tree
slashed and raked of leaves
a lump of nothing in the dark

 no one will know
 it’s just a discard in the alleyways
 no reason to notice

black lips suck drippings of fog
satisfied until the next broken moon

—David E. Cowen
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Biographies

Carrie Albert is a multifaceted artist and poet. Her works have been published or 
upcoming in many diverse journals, some with curious names including: cahoodaloo-
daling, FishFood, Weird Sisters, Sheila-Na-Gig and Penhead (where she is a Poet-Artist 
in Residence). She is saddened by homelessness she witnesses in Seattle every day.

Susan P. Blevins was born in England, lived 26 years in Italy, and has now resided in 
the USA for the past 24 years, first in Taos, NM, and currently in Houston, TX.   While 
living in Rome she had a weekly column in an international, English-language news-
paper, writing about food and restaurant reviews primarily, though not exclusively. 
Since living in the USA she has written about gardens and gardening for N. American 
and European publications, and she is now writing stories of her life and travels, and 
poetry, gaining traction in various literary publications such as New Verse News, Fem-
inine Collective, Mused Bellaonline, Write Place at the Write Time, Scarlet Leaf, Chica-
go Literati, to mention just a few. She loves reading, writing, cats, classical music, and 
stimulating conversation and is passionately committed to social justice for all beings, 
two-legged and four-legged, and to responsible guardianship of the environment.

Matthew Casey was engaged in photography long before he knew it would become 
his passion, having traveled around the world visually documenting people and plac-
es where few outsiders have ventured. 

He brings the same adaptability and energetic determination to his current proj-
ects. He is especially drawn to capturing human experience in authentic moments.

State of the art digital photography skills including lighting equipment, scanning 
and retouching software, in studio and on location. He is based in Seattle, WA and is a 
recent graduate (with honors) of Seattle Central Community Collage’s intensive com-
mercial photography program. http://www.matthewcaseyphoto.com

David Cowen is the author of three books of poetry, Sixth and Adams (PW Press 
2001), The Madness of Empty Spaces (Weasel Press 2014) and The Seven Yards of 
Sorrow (Weasel Press 2016), the latter two being named to the Bram Stoker Award 
Preliminary Ballots. David has been published in journals in the United States, Great 
Britain and Australia. David is also the editor of the Horror Writer’s Poetry Showcase 
Volumes III and IV.

Viannah E. Duncan: author, poet, editor, human. Find out more at 
http://www.duncanheights.com/.
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Charles Halsted is a retired professor of academic medicine at U. C. Davis. His poetry 
has been/will be published in Blood and Bourbon, Blood and Thunder, Clerestory, De-
generates, The Gambler, The Ghazal Page, Haibun Today, Hektoen International, The 
Muse, Poetry Now, Snapdragon, Tule Review, and Words Apart.

Dakota Hensley is a college student in Harlan, Kentucky. He spends his days typ-
ing and that’s it really. He’s only eighteen and has already been published four times 
before. His favorite author is Harlan Ellison and he has a personality like him too. 
Though a poet, he prefers prose and hopes someone will eventually accept his sci-fi 
and horror stories. And ladies, he’s single!

Ann Howells has edited Illya’s Honey for eighteen years, recently taking it digi-
tal: www.IllyasHoney.com. Her publications are: Black Crow in Flight (Main Street 
Rag), Under a Lone Star (Village Books), Letters for My Daughter (Flutter), an anthol-
ogy of D/FW poets, Cattlemen & Cadillacs (Dallas Poets Community), and Softly Beat-
ing Wings (Blackbead) which won the William D. Barney Memorial Chapbook Contest 
2017. Ann’s work appears widely in small press and university journals; she has five 
Pushcart nominations.

Barbara E. Hunt is a dry-eyed nostalgic who writes poetry, fiction, non-fiction and 
screenplay from her home in Oshawa, Ontario, Canada. She’s had work published in 
literary journals, anthologies and magazines across North America, has current writ-
ings on WATTPAD, published poetry in The Patternmaker’s Crumple Plan (2011) and 
has a poetry/colouring book, Devotions forthcoming November 2017. 
www.writersplayground.ca

Meredith Stewart Kirkwood received an MFA in poetry from the University of Neva-
da, Las Vegas in 2007. Her poetry has appeared in The Atlanta Review, Eastern Iowa 
Review, Right Hand Pointing, The New Verse News, Windfall, and others. Meredith co-
hosts a poetry reading series at the Lents International Farmers’ Market in Portland, 
Oregon. Find her on the web at mkirkwoodblog.wordpress.com.

Megan Denese Mealor spins words into wars in Jacksonville, Florida, where she lives 
in imperfect harmony with her partner and 4-year-old son. Her work has appeared in 
numerous journals, most recently Literally Stories, The Ekphrastic Review, Haikuni-
verse, Right Hand Pointing, Neologism Poetry Journal, Former People, Liquid Imagi-
nation, and Third Wednesday. Diagnosed with bipolar disorder in her teens, Megan’s 
main mission as a writer is to inspire others feeling stigmatized by mental illness.
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Sankara”Le Prince Heritier” Olama-Yai is a young, 18 yrs old, aspiring writer and 
poet. He is an LGBTQ+, African American student who currently lives in Maryland. 
Previously published twice by Weasel press, has had work accepted by 805 lit and is 
in the process of publishing his first two poetry books with Vital Narrative Press. He 
has also won three Scholastic Art&Writing awards for his poetry. He seeks further 
recognition for his writings. Writings and poetry explore many controversial topics 
while giving an introspective look into the author’s mind and a critical view of society 
and human nature.

Charley Reay is a Newcastle based writer from the Lincolnshire Fens. Her poems are 
published by Obsessed With Pipework, Ink, Sweat & Tears, and Three Drops press 
among others. She also performs on the North East spoken word scene. You can find 
her on Twitter @charleyreay

Hardeep Sabharwal is from India, He completed his M.A from Punjabi University 
Patiala in English. His work has been published in various online and print Magazines, 
The Larcenist, In flight Literary magazine, Topology Magazine, Zaira journal, The 
Writers Drawer, Amomancies magazine, Quail Bells, Literary Yard, NY Literary Mag-
azine, Jankriti International magazine, Hastakshar web magazine, Literature Online, 
PIN Quarterly Journal, Delhi Magazine, Alive, Setu and in few newspapers, In 2014 he 
won the Yoalfaaz best poetry competition for his poem “HIV Positive”. In Dec. 2015 he 
won second place in Writers Drawer international poetry contest for his poem “The 
Refugee’s Roots In June 2016 he won third place for his story “The Swing” in The 
Writers Drawer short story contest 2016. His work has been also included in the An-
thology of stories and poem Circus of Indie Artist, US. He won third place in Pratilipi 
(Hindi) Flash fiction contest 2017.

David F. Shultz writes from Toronto, ON, where he also works as a teacher. His work 
is featured or forthcoming in publications such as Poetry Quarterly, The Haiku Jour-
nal, Three Line Poetry, Polar Borealis, Dreams and Nightmares, The Literary Hatchet, 
and Star*Line, among others. Author webpage: https://davidfshultz.com

S. Liam Spradlin writes poetry and nonfiction. He has been published in the 2017 
annual edition of The Sequoyah Review, a literary journal published by the University 
of Tennessee at Chattanooga, where he is currently majoring in Sociology. He has been 
published online and in print with The Scarlet Leaf Review ,The Song Is, Dissident 
Voice and Tuck magazine . He lives in Tennessee with his wife and published author 
Kim D. Bailey .
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Carol Lynn Stevenson Grellas is an eight-time Pushcart nominee and four-time Best 
of the Net nominee. She has authored several collections of poetry along with her lat-
est chapbook, Things I Can’t Remember to Forget, newly released from Prolific Press. 
Her work has appeared in dozens of online and print magazines and fifteen antholo-
gies and in 2012 she won the Red Ochre Press Chapbook competition with her manu-
script, Before I Go to Sleep. She is the Associate Editor at The Orchards Poetry Journal 
and according to family lore she is a direct descendant of Robert Louis Stevenson.

David Subacchi lives in Wales (UK) where he was born of Italian roots. He studied at 
the University of Liverpool and he has 4 published collections of his English Language 
poetry First Cut (2012), Hiding in Shadows (2014), Not Really a Stranger (2016) and 
A Terrible Beauty (2016). He also has a published collection in the Welsh language 
‘Eglwys Yng Nghremona’. David’s poetry has appeared in many literary magazines and 
anthologies worldwide. You can find out more about David and his work at 
http://www.writeoutloud.net/profiles/davidsubacchi

Wren Tuatha’s poetry has appeared or is upcoming in The Cafe Review, Canary, Pea-
cock Journal, Poetry Pacific, Coachella Review, Arsenic Lobster, Baltimore Review, 
Pirene’s Fountain, Loch Raven Review, Clover, Lavender Review, Autumn Sky Poetry 
Daily, and Bangalore Review. She’s an editor at Califragile. Wren and her partner, au-
thor/activist C.T. Lawrence Butler, herd skeptical goats on a mountain in California.

Mark Tulin is a retired Family Therapist who lives in Santa Barbara, California, spend-
ing most days thinking about story and poetry ideas while people-watching from a tea 
house on State Street. His work can be found in the Family Therapy Magazine, Fiction 
on the Web, elephant journal, Page and Spine, smokebox.net, and others. His website 
is crowonthewire.com. and his poetry chapbook, Magical Yogis, is available at Prolific 
Press.

Allyson Whipple is an MFA candidate in creative writing at the University of Texas at 
El Paso. She is the author of two chapbooks, most recently Come Into the World Like 
That (Five Oaks Press, 2016). Allyson teaches at Austin Community College.

I would like to introduce to you Miss La-Faithia White. La-Faithia White is a freelance 
photographer residing in North Carolina. La-Faithia retired from a communications 
career after twenty-five years of service. Before retiring, she experienced a mid-life 
crisis and became disabled. During her personal journey of recovery, she became 
closer to the spirit of the creator which began to manifest the many gifts that were 
dormant in her life for many years. Today, La-Faithia is writing about her personal 
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journey as a commitment to herself. She believes in helping others overcome obsta-
cles. She enjoys writing poetry as she continues to learn poetry. La-Faithia has many 
stories inside that she wants to tell the world, stories of love, fear, and victory. She 
loves working with others and is always ready to learn something new.

Karen Wolf has an undergraduate degree in Education from the University of Tole-
do and a Master of Arts degree from Bowling Green State University. She has retired 
from a 30-year teaching career and is semi-retired from her own pet sitting company. 
She has been published in Smokey Blue Literary and Art Magazine, The Wagon Maga-
zine, Oasis Journal, Foliate Oak Literary Magazine, The Bookends Review, The Drunk-
en Llama, Blynkt, Raw Dog Press, Street Light Press, Lady Blue Literary Arts Journal, 
Ripcord Magazine and many others. Her chapbook, THAT’S JUST THE WAY IT IS, is 
forthcoming from Finishing Line Press. She says that poetry soothes the savage beast 
and opens her eyes to the beauty that abounds within the world. 

Christopher Woods is a writer, teacher and photographer who lives in Chappell Hill, 
Texas. His published works include a novel, THE DREAM PATCH, a prose collection, 
UNDER A RIVERBED SKY, and a book of stage monologues for actors, HEART SPEAK. 
HIs short fiction has appeared in many journals including THE SOUTHERN REVIEW, 
NEW ORLEANS REVIEW and GLIMMER TRAIN. He conducts private creative writing 
workshops in Houston. His photography can be seen in his gallery - 
http://christopherwoods.zenfolio.com/

Mantz Yorke lives in Manchester, England. He is an award-winning poet whose work 
has appeared in a number of print magazines, anthologies and e-magazines in the UK, 
Ireland, Israel, Canada, the US, Australia and Hong Kong.
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Other Titles from Weasel Press
www.weaselpress.com

Beneath this Planetarium by Michael Prihoda
Chaos Songs by Scott Thomas Outlar

Civilized Beasts
Colliding with Orion by Chris Wise

Dormant Volcano by Ken Jones
Evergreen by Sarah Frances Moran

Ghost Train by Matt Borczon
HAIL by Stanford Cheung

Harmonious Anarchy by Matthew David Campbell
How Well You Walk Through Madness

I’ll Only Write Poems for You by Max Mundan
In and of Blood by Kat Lewis

Ordinary Madness
Rising from the Ashes by Meghan O’Hern

Purple Fantasies by Gary Mielo
Satan’s Sweethearts by Marge Simon and Mary Turzillo

The Seven Yards of Sorrow by David E. Cowen
Shades Fantastic by Bruce Boston

Still Life Over Coffee by Robert Cone
Taking Back the Underground by Steven Storrie

Taxi Sam in Pink Noir by Neil S. Reddy
To Burn in Torturous Algorithms by Heath Brougher

Typewriter Emergencies
UHAUL: A Collection of Lesbian Love Poems by Emily Ramser

Taste I Say, You’re Timeless by Chuck Taylor
The Underside of the Snake by Leah Mueller

Vagabonds: Anthology of the Mad Ones
Wayward Realm by Sendokidu Adomi
Wine Country by Robin Wyatt Dunn
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